The target audience of this article is those who actually use safety culture assessment tools in the healthcare setting, and we assumed they possess basic-to medium-level knowledge in statistics and psychometrics. Thus, we intentionally avoided showing complex formulae; instead, we tried to simplify, and sometimes oversimplify, the concepts introduced in this article to facilitate understanding. Terminology was also carefully chosen for those who did not major in statistics. In addition, we did not follow a typical research article style. We intentionally allocated many paragraphs usually reserved for the discussion section to the results section in order to facilitate understanding. Anyone curious about full mathematical descriptions are asked to please contact the authors.
Introduction
A dozen of our previous articles on the Safety Attitudes Questionnaire-Korean version (SAQ-K) introduced several new approaches to analyze collected data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and even novel methods to improve the instrument itself. [6] [7] [8] [9] Yet we might not have answered a fundamental question: How are safety attitudes as a whole constructed in our minds? In other words, exactly how are SAQ domains interrelated, comprising more general higher level safety attitudes? To help understand this question, we would like to share what happened when we recently administered the survey in a hospital.
The anecdote actually begs a fundamental question as to how we have conceptualized the structure of SAQ domains thus far. For a smoother explanation, let us assume we are taking an English exam. The exam consists of grammar, reading, listening, writing, and speaking domains, each of which consists of a few questions. This is a very similar situation to SAQ. The difference is when we ask our English score, the teacher always provides both our overall English score and each domain score. We are not saying that the school system uses more advanced and elegant statistical models; rather, it is simply natural that we are curious about how we perform on a subject in general (overall score) in addition to the more specific scores within defined domains (e.g., grammar, reading, writing). Actually, more often than not, such a general score is treated as important as domainspecific scores.
A healthcare professional who had just completed the 34 items on the SAQ asked us, "What are you really measuring? Could you give me specific information, rather than just broadly saying safety culture or attitudes?" We answered that we were measuring six domains: teamwork climate (TC), safety climate (SC), job satisfaction (JS), stress recognition (SR), perception of management (PM), and working conditions (WC). She then stated, "I see. So you picked six domains comprising the concept of safety attitudes, meaning six scores will probably be calculated. But can you please show me how those domains form the safety culture or attitudes you said you want to measure?" It was a seemingly simple question so, with a gentle smile, we placed a piece of paper on the desk and drew the correlated factors (traits) model that we used for the confirmatory factor analysis during the instrument development phase (from now on, we depict only three of the six domains, TC, SC, and JS, to save space) ( Figure  1 ). 10 Note Rectangles are SAQ items; circles are SAQ domains; E means error term. These abbreviations will apply to all subsequent model presentations.
On the contrary, thus far, we have conventionally thought that SAQ consists of the six interrelated domains depicted in Figure 1 , the correlated factors model. However, unfortunately, this model does not explicitly describe the higher level construct-namely, safety attitudes as a whole. Thus, we obtained only the six domain-specific scores and were unable to answer the healthcare professional's question about the overall score.
Despite this weakness, the correlated factors model has been a de facto standard or tradition that we have long followed without question. Yet history tells us "once the time comes, an old custom ought to be broken down"; we believe that time is now. We should answer the healthcare professional and ourselves. Through this article, we discuss the three most exhaustively tested models and their application to the SAQ data structure.
Finding the general score: second-order model
Let us begin this challenge by developing a model with the idea of a higher level overarching general construct. Such a model is often called the second-order model ( Figure 2 ). 11
Figure 2
Second-order model.
Note D Disturbance for each domain.
In the second-order model, the domains are dependent on only the general dimension (SA), and items depend on each of the specific domains. Therefore, SAQ domains are conditionally independent; in other words, the double-headed arrows among domains in the correlated factors model in Figure 1 are gone because the general SA dimension takes up their effects. The downside of this approach is that each domain might be treated as a disturbance of the general dimension, 12, 13 which causes huge trouble for patient safety professionals, who mainly need domain-specific scores. In addition, the direct relationship between the overarching SA dimension and each item (rectangle) is not easily understood because it takes two steps for SA to reach each item. In sum, the price of the straightforward visual description of the model structure that takes into account the overarching SA dimension is not trivial: This model may not provide us with clear domain scores that most healthcare organizations want. Thus, we naturally look for another model that still embraces the overarching SA dimension while avoiding the weaknesses of the second-order model. Luckily, we have one.
Obtaining overarching safety attitudes score while estimating purified domain scores: bifactor model
In Figure 3 we present the bifactor model. 11 To clarify, we will review this model step by step. At first look, each and every item depends on both the general SA dimension and one of the specific SAQ domains (TC, SC, JS). In addition, no correlations are assumed (orthogonal) among specific domains because they are captured by the general SA dimension on which each item depends. This bifactor model might not be as intuitive as the second-order model for some readers, but the bottom line is that the bifactor model is actually a less restrictive model than the secondorder model. In other words, the bifactor model is a generalization of the second-order model; thus, results that support the second-order model naturally support the bifactor model. 12 The take-away message is that the bifactor model covers both the general SA dimension and each domain simultaneously very clearly and explicitly, without the weakness of the second-order model.
For those who deal with SAQ data in the field, the advantage of applying the bifactor model to SAQ is huge. First, if we want to find a predictive relationship between SAQ domains and a specific clinical outcome (e.g., healthcare-associated infection rate), the domain scores from the bifactor model can be directly plugged in to a multiple regression model as independent variables. 13 Why is this so important? One of the fundamental assumptions of multiple regression is that independent variables should not be correlated with each other (multicollinearity). Thus, if we rely on the traditional correlated factors model ( Figure 1 ), we are technically prohibited from building a predictive model with SAQ domains as covariates from the beginning because the model already connotes the correlations among the SAQ domains that we want to use as independent variables. Researchers frequently violate such a no-correlation assumption for independent variables in a multiple regression due to ignorance, negligence, or even groundlessly claimed practicality. However, we also know that a sandcastle eventually crumbles: Any analyses not founded on rock-solid methodology can never bring us precise results that lead to actual improvement in patient safety, especially in the long run. The bifactor model, specifically its orthogonality, enables us to get around such a multicollinearity issue and build a well-grounded and sound prediction model.
Then, how do we calculate the six SAQ domain scores and the overarching SA dimension score from the bifactor model? Some readers might think that simply calculating domain scores by averaging raw item scores (1 to 5) under the domain and one general SA score by averaging all 34 raw item scores are adequate. Figure 4 clearly depicts why such an approach is dangerous and how it could mislead us to a wrongful conclusion; in a word, simple mean domain scores and a mean general SA dimension score are invalid not only theoretically, but also practically. Note The colored portion on the left side of each rectangle is the variance of each item score explained by certain SAQ domains; the black part on the right side is the variance explained by the general SA dimension; the white portion in the middle is the measurement error. This figure did not come from actual data; we intentionally came up with the varying patterns over domains for illustration purposes. For the bottom three items (being shot by arrows from the JS domain), most of the variance of item scores is explained by the general SA dimension whereas the amount of effects from JS is minimal. Thus, if we calculate the JS score using a traditional simple mean score approach, what we get is a mixture of small JS domain-specific effects and the large bifactor effect. For the other domains, the same logic applies. On the other hand, if we calculate the overall SA score by the traditional mean of all items, then we again get a score that contains mixed effects of specific domains and the SA.
The good news is that the areas of the colored, white, and black rectangles as well as the factor loadings of all arrows in Figure 4 can be calculated. Thus, using the bifactor model, we can obtain purer scores of the six domains plus the overarching general SA dimension score simultaneously, which are much more precise than the traditional simple mean domain scores. 14 Some readers might think that dividing rectangles means dividing item scores, such as if a person responds 5 (strongly agree), then 2 points might be given to the TC domain and 3 points to the general SA dimension. This is a huge misunderstanding. What we divide is the ownership of variance, which is reflected among domain scores throughout the model. An intentionally oversimplified explanation is that the length of the bars in the item rectangles stand for the weighting factors applied to item scores for calculating the weighted average score for each specific domain and the general SA dimension. (Theoretically, this is a skewed explanation, but it helps initial understanding.) Simply put, we will not get underestimated scores for each domain even when we apply the bifactor model; rather, we will obtain purer domain estimates after controlling for the general SA effect. The overarching general SA dimension can be understood in the same way.
End of the beginning: jumping to the pure and general world
If you accept the previously discussed concepts, the primary purpose of this article has already been accomplished. Yet we recognize too well that understanding this level of model from first glance is not easy at all. Thus, here we provide actual examples using our SAQ-K dataset containing responses from 1,142 participants collected from a tertiary hospital in Seoul, Korea, in 2013. 4 In this article, all scores are denoted as expected a posteriori (EAP; also called Bayes estimates) scores obtained using item response theory (IRT)-specifically, a graded response model (GRM). Thus, the scores will range from around -3 to 3 instead of the traditional 1 to 5 Likert scale score or its converted 0 to 100 score. You do not have to understand the algorithm; just be aware that IRT scores follow a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, 15 which can be transformed to a 0 to 100 scale at any time. To learn more about IRT and its application to SAQ, please refer to our previous articles in this series. 6, 16 One note that should be mentioned here is that the 5-point Likert score that SAQ uses is an ordinal scale. 17 For an ordinal scale, we can never know whether the difference between two adjacent values is the same as that of the other two adjacent values: How do we know the differences between strongly disagree and slightly disagree versus neutral and slightly agree are the same? We coded the scale from 1 to 5 for convenience's sake when entering the data into the computer. Thus, the numbers 1 to 5 from a Likert scale are just orders, not values, and their amount cannot be quantified. Theoretically, any calculations (e.g., adding, dividing, and averaging) are not allowed, albeit we traditionally do. 9 IRT can effectively handle this ordinal data structure, returning valid scores in various formats, of which we chose the most frequently used score type, EAP.
It might be hard to understand. However, rest assured: IRT and the bifactor model provide conversion tables from traditional summed scores (sum of raw item scores-1 to 5) to EAP scores for each domain, including the general dimension. (We discuss why we used summed scores instead of a mean score in a later section.) After entering the collected questionnaire responses into the computer, the EAP scores automatically appear on the screen. Of course, these scores are the purest possible domain scores for each participant and the score of overarching general safety attitudes dimension. Next we discuss purity and generality issues.
Methods
We developed two models, the correlated factors model ( Figure  1 ) and the bifactor model ( Figure 4 ), using the SAQ-K data. For both models, IRT GRM was used due to a 5-point ordinal scale of the SAQ response option structure. For the bifactor model, we used the usual Bock-Aitkin's algorithm (BAEM), but for the correlated factors model, we used the Metropolis-Hastings Robbins-Monro (MHRH) algorithm for calculation efficiency. Model fits were checked using limited-information fit statistics (M2 based) due to the exponential complexity stemming from the 34 items on the 5-point ordinal scale. Factor loadings from each model were calculated. The EAP score of each domain for each respondent were the estimated from both models, and their distributions were depicted as kernel density plot. Analyses were performed using statistical software packages Table 1 shows the factor loadings for each item from both the correlated factors model and the bifactor model.
Results

Factor loadings matter
For the correlated factors model, factor loadings (lengths of grey bars) ranged from .54 (WC1) to .92 (JS3), showing relatively large values with stable distribution across all domains and items. Meanwhile, for the bifactor model, the factor loadings for items of each of the six SAQ domains (length of the bars in six different colors) hovered around .4 to .6, showing smaller values compared to the corresponding items from the correlated factors model; the colored bars are shorter than the grey bars. The clear exceptions were the SR domain items (purple bars), whose loadings were almost the same as the those from the correlated factors model (grey bars). In addition, some PM items (brown bars) showed exceptionally low loadings: PM1 (.12), PM2 (-.12), PM3 (.08), PM4 (.12), PM5 (.14), and PM7 (. 19 ). It is noticeable that factor loadings for the SR items from the general SA dimension (black bars) were almost negligible, spanning from .05 to .09. Except for SR, the general SA dimension revealed similar factor loadings as those from the correlated factors model, with respect to both values and distribution.
General and domain-specific scores from the models
Moving on to domain scores obtained through the model, Figures  5 and 6 show kernel density plots, with the EAP score on the x-axis and its density on the y-axis. You can think of these plots as simply a smoothed histogram of scores. Figure 5 is the kernel density plot of the general SA dimension from the bifactor model. Except for a peak around -.8, the plot shows a comparatively well-balanced bell-shaped distribution, where the majority of people scored between -2 and 2. Table 1 Standardized factor loadings from correlated factors and bifactor models Note To save space, items were shortened as long as the original meaning was retained; the length of each bar indicates the factor loading of each item; although not shown, the standard errors (SE) ranged from 0.01 to 0.04 (mostly .02 to .03) for the items in the correlated factors model and from .02 to .07 (mostly 0.04 to 0.06) in the bifactor model. We also describe the logic used to obtain the scores in Figure 5 , albeit in an oversimplified manner. SAQ-K has 34 items; thus, we have 34 responses from each respondent. Instead of calculating a simple average of the responses for each respondent, we applied the factor loadings of the general SA dimension from the bifactor model (the lengths of black bars in Table 1 ) as a kind of weighting value to get something like the weighted average of the 34 item responses. Therefore, among the 34 item responses, those from smaller loading items in the general SA dimension were naturally undervalued while those from higher loading items influenced the general SA dimension score more. As you might have already expected, SR items had only a minimal or even ignorable impact on the SA score because their factor loadings for the general SA dimension were very small-less than .1.
We then conducted comparisons for score distributions between the correlated factors model and the bifactor model for each domain ( Figure 6 ). Within each domain, the factor loading-based weighting was applied to both models.
In general, score distributions from the correlated factors model (grey area) were spread wider and its density peaks were not as tall as those from the bifactor model (colored lines). As we mentioned earlier, for the bifactor approach, each item response is influenced by both the six SAQ domains and the general SA dimension. Thus, the scores from the bifactor model (colored lines in Figure 6 ) can be thought of as scores after filtering out the general SA dimension effect and, therefore, the purified domain specific scores. Furthermore, the bifactor model ensures no correlation among domains, and the score distributions in Figure 6 might be a much more precise reflection of true domain scores than those from the other models introduced in this article.
Note that the SR domain did not show much difference in score distribution between the correlated factors model and the bifactor model. By now, you may already understand why. For SR items, the factor loadings from the general SA domain were negligible, and the factor loadings from the correlated model and loadings from the bifactor model were almost the same. As a result, there was no substantive amount of effects from the general SA dimension to be filtered out, leaving the SR domain scores from the two models almost the same. The bottom line is that each item score is governed by its corresponding domain (and the general SA dimension for the bifactor model) while the factor loading is the manifestation of the amount of the governance in a particular model. The domain scores are a collective reflection of those factor loadings.
Although it would be a repetition, we graphically show this domain governance on items in Figure 7 . We have no doubt you understand what is going on in Figure 7 . The darkness of the arrows indicates the amount of contribution (factor loading) of each item score to each domain score and general SA dimension score. Again, focus on the SR domain and the four items under it. Almost inconspicuous arrows exist between the SR domain items and the general SA domain, but dark and deep arrows occur between items and the specific SR domain. Thus, the SR items are not under the influence of the general SA dimension; rather, the SR domain is almost a disconnected concept like Galapagos of SAQ. Simply put, SR is a different animal that should not be bred in the same cage as SAQ. This gives a full theoretical explanation as to why a few countries that adopted SAQ reported unreliable results from the SR domain; some of them even dropped the domain. 3, [18] [19] [20] In addition, the arrows from the specific PM domain to PM1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are very hazy, depicting smaller factor loadings compared to the other items in the domain. To summarize, the SR items and five previously mentioned PM items were barely reflected in the estimations of the general SA dimension and the specific PM domain, respectively.
From summed score to expected a posteriori (EAP) scores
Some readers might wonder why we use EAP scores and how to use them without knowledge of IRT. This section addresses these concerns. Let us begin with the second part. Luckily, algorithms for converting between summed scores and EAP have already been developed, 21, 22 although one hundred-percent accuracy is not guaranteed. Most software packages that support IRT produce such conversion tables for each IRT-based model developed. How does this apply to a real-world situation? If instrument validation is done by the developer, we may not need to run a complex model to obtain EAP scores ourselves; instead, the developers distribute the conversion table generated from the model in spreadsheet format with a builtin automatic matching function. As soon as we enter the collected responses into our computer, model-based factor loading-adjusted EAP scores are produced for each respondent. This is actually even easier and less cumbersome than calculating traditional scores in a domain-by-domain manner. In sum, you do not have to fully understand how IRT works to get pure scores within seconds.
To illustrate, Table 2a provides an excerpt of the conversion table for the general SA dimension. As we have 34 SAQ-K items rated on a scale of 1 to 5, the summed score spans from 34 to 170. Thus, the conversion is straightforward: Add all item scores and match the sum to the table to get the corresponding EAP score. For example, if a respondent's summed score is 102, then her EAP score is -0.85. However, the domain-specific score requires one more step, although it is still straightforward. Table 2b includes an excerpt of the conversion table for the TC domain. As the TC domain of SAQ-K consists of five items, the smallest possible summed score is 5 while the largest score is 25, meaning that 29 items occur in the remaining domains, and their summed scores range from 29 to 145. Thus, we calculate two summed scores-one for TC and the other for the other five domains-for each respondent, locate the score combination in the conversion table, and find the corresponding EAP score for the TC domain. For example, if a person's summed score is 17 for TC and the summed score from all other domains is 90, her EAP score is -0.15. For the other domains, the same logic applies. One reason why we use a summed score instead of a simple mean score for this conversion is a matter of decimal. For domains with 4, 5, or 10 items, no problem arises. Summed scores for these domains can be divided by the number of items (i.e., 4, 5, or 10) clearly and easily. Yet for domains with 6 items, such as SC of SAQ-K, the mean score could have long or endless decimal numbers (e.g., 3.33333), which creates a huge problem. We typically use different software packages for generating basic tables and for complex analyses like the modeling introduced in this article. More often than not, the software packages have different algorithms for treating the floating point (i.e., dealing with decimals), such as rounding. Thus, if we copy and paste the calculated mean, the values with long decimal numbers might change, albeit in a small way to our eyes, which sometimes prohibits our software from finding and matching the mean score and EAP score in the table. The summed score frees us of this problem, and summing the item scores is actually easier than obtaining a mean score; thus, there is no reason to stick to the mean score.
Discussion
Use and misuse of models
This article aimed to answer the healthcare professional's question: "Where are the safety attitudes in general in your model?"
We demonstrated the answer. We successfully obtained the general safety attitudes score; furthermore, we presented how to calculate purer and more precise scores for each of the six SAQ domains. We were happy; yet we soon began to ponder exactly what we did to answer the healthcare professional's question. Did we use different or any additional data to estimate the new scores we obtained? The answer was simply no. What made the difference was applying a different model to the very same data; through the model, we observed that the data told a completely different story. Then, how should we choose the most suitable model?
Actually, an infinite number of possible models could be used for the same dataset. For illustration purposes, let us assume an instrument with 12 items that depend on four domains. Obviously we could try correlated, second-order, or bifactor models, as introduced in this article. We could also develop a model with two correlated general dimensions as depicted in Figure 8 -what we call a two-tier model. 23 Indeed, just drawing arrows among items and factors delivers different models; thus, the possibilities are virtually unlimited. The good news is that our colleagues have tested various models and developed a decent list with a manageable number of model options for a given structure of the data and the purpose of the analysis. Thus, we should try those models and pick the one with the most substantive theoretical grounds, empirical fit, and parsimony. 24 This is exactly what we do when conducting all other analyses, such as linear regression, analysis of covariance, and even a t-test.
The bad news is that more often than not, we have very poor repertoire of models, sometimes acting like there is only one, the correlated factors model, especially for survey instrument validation. Along such a validation process, modeling occurs when checking the construct validity under the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). We run a CFA, present a few model fit indices, and say that the model fit is good. Then we usually set aside the model with its vast amount of information. We then administer the "validated" instrument over the target population (if we have not already) and calculate what we call domain scores by simply averaging item responses. In this modus operandi, the step of choosing or developing a better model is not at all important because what we need is only a few acceptable model fit indices.
It feels smooth and sound, but that is only because we are so used to it. This seemingly natural process has serious flaws from a psychometrics perspective. First and foremost, recall there were varying levels of factor loadings among items and domains. As we showed in this article, each and every item has a different factor loading; thus, a simple mean domain score is not justified as long as there is no special reason. Consequently, we calculated factor scores that we expressed as a weighted domain score, where factor loadings were used as the weighting factor. (For statisticians, please see below regarding why we expressed them this way.) In sum, if we choose a model and use it to validate the instrument of our interest, we are naturally obliged to use the information from the model to calculate any scores from the instrument. If we calculate the simple average, it means that we regard all the factor loadings (arrows) from a domain (circle) to items (rectangles) as the same value. Have we ever seen the same factor loadings across all items in a model? Never. That is why we should use factor scores (weighted averages) yielded directly from the model itself. The premise is that we must develop a sound model that reflects the structure of the model components that we had in mind-namely, the structure based on theoretical backgrounds and empirical evidence.
In order to help you understand the magnitude of the difference in score distributions from the simple average approach and the model-based approach, we present Figure 9 using the TC domain as an example.
There is another reason why scoring through a model is important. Factor loadings are influenced by the relationships among domains. Thus, if we change the relationship structure in a model (two-headed arrow among circles: variance-covariance structure, statistically), the factor loadings naturally change accordingly, meaning we will obtain different domain scores. Simply put, modeling is the process of portraying how the various domains in our minds are related, 25 through which all the coefficients including factor loadings and scores align as they should. Recall that we could not answer the healthcare professional's simple question until we applied a different model: the bifactor model. The bottom line is that modeling is not a process confined to checking the construct validity; rather, it covers the whole process of research, from design through even scoring. The happiest news is that any decent software packages perform this whole process in one step, modeling, which means this approach is actually easier and takes much less time than our conventional approach introduced above.
At this point, we have to confess that factor scores are not technically a weighted average of item scores. Remember the direction of arrows in the models: from domains (circles) to items (rectangles). For weighted average, the direction should be reversed, as evident in the principal component analysis (PCA) approach. Strictly speaking, latent factors (domains) by definition govern the scores of each item through factor loadings and are not the other way around. 26 Yet we intentionally continued to misuse the term weighted mean or average because it facilitates readers' understanding, especially those who do not understand the latent variable concept. We also did so because such factor scores are automatically calculated by software packages and most of us do not need to understand the full behind-the-scenes logic.
Figure 9
Contrast in the TC domain score distributions between ignoring and acknowledging models.
Note Left graph shows the distribution of the TC domain scores calculated by averaging raw item scores (ignoring model) on a 0 to 100 scale; right graph depicts the TC domain score distribution yielded directly from the bifactor model.
Strengths of item response theory and modeling combination
Let us add a comment on IRT. A very common misunderstanding of an IRT-based scale is about its 0 mean, 1 standard deviation (SD) scale. One might think that each sample group has its own mean and SD and, therefore, we cannot compare scores of groups. This idea came from classic test theory, which uses traditional and customary z-or t-scores. Luckily, this does not apply to IRT. IRT is sample independent: What IRT calculates first is each item's properties; once the parameters are calculated in one group, the same parameters can be applied to other groups. 21, 27, 28 Thus, people who have the same level of safety attitudes present the same EAP scores, regardless of the group in they are categorized. In some cases, the EAP scores of almost all respondents are below zero in one group and above zero in another group, sometimes highly skewed, proving that IRT and its EAP are not sample dependent.
The item parameter-focused characteristics of IRT allow us to conduct several analyses not possible with the classic test theory paradigm. For example, assume we had rolled out SAQ and, two years later, we found that the SR domain was not reliable and decided to drop it or we dropped some items from some of the PM domains. Unlike the classic test theory paradigm, IRT still can estimate valid scores from the remaining domains and also general SA scores. This allows us to conduct a solid longitudinal analysis. For a more comprehensive explanation on IRT and its application to SAQ, please refer to our previous articles. 6, 16 Interestingly, IRT and the bifactor model are inseparable in modeling SAQ data. The primary assumption of IRT is unidimensionalitynamely, that items in a certain domain should be influenced by only one dimension. 29, 30 To illustrate, items in the TC domain should be all about TC or at least TC should be the dominant dimension. This is a very strong assumption, but cannot easily be verified in many analyses. Actually, the traditional mean score approach relies more on this unidimensionality assumption; we do not even consider this issue when we calculate simple raw mean scores. However, we can quickly realize this assumption might not easily hold. Regardless of how high the Cronbach's alpha is, each item contains its own meanings that cannot be put on a single plate. In the bifactor structure, it is overtly portrayed. Each item is governed by two different dimensions: a specific domain and the general SA dimension. If the amount of influence from different domains is not negligible, as in the SAQ data, typical IRT with unidimensional assumption does not work; thus, we need to apply a multidimensional IRT model. 31 Thankfully, this issue is already addressed by the bifactor model, and we are relieved of the IRT's unidimensionality assumption.
Brief consideration of advanced application
In this article, we presented the orthogonality property among domains as one of the great advantages of the bifactor model: It allows for a multiple regression model with SAQ domains as covariates. Yet this does not mean the correlation coefficients among domain scores from the bifactor model are never statistically significant. Although the model clearly separates the domains, the possibility exists that the scores share the same pattern. However, the potential correlations from the bifactor model are fundamentally different from those of the correlated factors model, which assumes a complex correlation structure from the beginning. To make sure, we recommend conducting a multicollinearity checkup, such as by using the variance inflation factor (VIF) when developing a prediction model, even with scores from the bifactor model.
In closing this unexpectedly long article, we want to mention that the bifactor model is not the only model that should be applied to patient safety culture survey data, including SAQ. Another model might better answer a certain research question, also showing better model fit. Yet based on our years of experience, the bifactor model gives us what we needed most: the precise domain scores and the overall safety attitudes score. We hope that this article helps all patient safety personnel around the world open the door to the pure structure of healthcare professionals' safety attitudes and culture so we can truly improve safety and save more patients.
Conclusion
This article completes our long series of articles on SAQ-K. The journey began with a simple idea that there could be a cultural profile or pattern regarding patient safety for each organization or country, which we called the cultural-compatibility complex. 32 Through this series, we began by developing the SAQ-K, 4 then showed how to obtain a more precise work area and job type-specific scores as well as their interaction by applying an empirical Bayesian approach. 2, 4 We suggested a solution to classify work areas by SAQ-K patterns to develop tailored safety programs. 3 We then presented a full description of IRT and its application to SAQ. 9, 16 Of course, we did not miss the issue of how items are functioning differently across different groups. 6 Exploring different response options other than a 5-point Likert scale was a truly enjoyable experience. 7, 8 Now is the time to begin our new journey based on what we have done, and we certainly will. We will return to the Safety Genome Project, the terminology that we coined long ago. It will cover not only the safety culture profile, but also the impact on clinical indicators at the national and even international levels, which is way beyond the single organization level with which the current series has dealt. We sincerely thank all readers of this series, and we do hope that our work will help you help all your patients. Please enjoy saving lives, and stay tuned.
